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• A connection between an ECU and a camera in an automobile requires high 
speed communication in one direction and very sparse data transmission in the 
opposite

• Some implementations today use high speed LVDS transmission in the direction 
of camera for image transmission to the ECU and I2C in the opposite for 
transmission of camera commands.  The I2C bus offers a very low power 
consumption.

• 802.3CH needs an offering of lowest possible power for transmission of 
occasional data from the ECU to the camera to compete with existing technology.

Ultra low speed channel
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• Proposed EEE signaling in our earlier presentations was as follows

• While the transmission link from the ECU to the camera can use a fraction of 
normal transmission power, frequent refreshes are required which still consume 
power and may also prevent parts of the circuit from fully powering down due to 
time limitation.

• This proposal offers a way to further reduce power for EEE mode of operation 
when the data to be transmitted is sparse by entering into Zombie mode.
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• The following Caveats apply
–The Zombie mode only works in the direction of Slave transmit to Master Receive going quiet. 

This means that the port receiving quiets is not required to use clock recovery to lock to the link 
partner’s clock frequency. A master transmitter is not allowed to enter the ultra low power mode.

–Coming out of Ultra low power (Zombie mode) may require full training and can take several 
milliseconds. As such it is only appropriate when data transmission is required very sparsely 
such as camera commands in an automotive environment (requires camera to be set as 
master).

Caveats
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• Ultra sleep is required support when the phy supports EEE
• Much like SLEEP, a special code (ZSlp) is reserved to initiate Zombie mode
• Once Zombie mode is entered the link will go completely quiet (no refresh). Much 

more extensive circuitry power down can occur when a transmitter or receiver is 
in Zombie mode as compared to EEE Low power mode with frequent refreshes.

• Once the transmitter has data to transmit, an alert is transmitted followed by a full 
training sequence. The training sequence consists of x uS of PAM2 signaling 
followed by y uS of PAM4 signaling. We could alternately use OAM as signaling 
to step through training.

Ultra Sleep
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Thank you. ®
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